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An example: Kelvin-Helmholtz Instability (KHI) at the slip line 
between merging neutron stars

Scale discrepancy in turbulent flows:

• NS core: m.f.p. is ≈ 0.1 mm
• Best resolution in large-scale simulations ≈ 10 m

How do we account for the unresolved physics?

• Time-averaging and RANS (meh...)
• Spatial Filtering and LES (much better!)

Turbulent flow driven by the KHI, 
[ Viganò+ (2020) ]

Evolve the large scale-dynamics and model the impact of the 
unresolved features. 
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When relevant? Turbulence!

https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.00870
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What about Relativity?

Simple "rules" to derive the coarse-grained equations: 

Questions?
• Space + time split from a relativistic perspective? 
• Covariant derivatives?

The "operational" approach Fermi coordinates

Advantages:
• Local analysis tied to the fluid
• Filtering operation explicitly defined
• Compatibility with Einstein field equations
• Clear link to thermodynamics
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The fluid sector: equations and closures

The stress-energy tensor:

“Residuals” due to non-linearities, capturing 
the impact of sub-filter fluctuations

• Residuals need modelling: 
closures!

• Final EoM: “effective” 
dissipative fluid

Impact on thermodynamics:

Sub-grid scale fluctuations  in the thermodynamic quantities enter the equation of 
state. It is natural to re-interpreted as entropy-like contributions.   
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Filtering out the thermodynamics

In essence, there is a potential disconnect between the equation of state implemented in large-scale 
simulations and the actual micro-physics. It is then important to address this disconnect, as it might have 

an impact on the thermodynamics we can infer from BNS merger observations.  

Pragmatically, introduce a coarse-grained entropy:

and

Thus, additional residuals in the equation of state also need modelling:

with



General gradient expansion: shear-like term in the 
foliation corresponds to a general gradient 
expansion in the fibration.

“Classic” model: Smagorinsky based 
on Boussinesq hp. 

Building blocks:
Residuals to model: 

Closure scheme: "generalized Smagorinsky"

Boussinesq hypothesis: turbulent stresses are linearly proportional to mean strain rates

The proposed closure is inspired by recent developments in modelling dissipative fluids, 
and close in spirit to an "effective field theory" approach.
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The proposed fibration scheme is:
• Self-consistent, procedures explicitly defined
• Meaningful local analysis tied to the fluid
• Compatible with Einstein equations 
• Linear stability under control

Work to do: 
• Connect with actual simulations and 3+1  
• Address the potential disconnect in the EoS
• …

THANKS!
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Summary and “conclusions”



Back-up slides



• Formally time-independent: non-stationary flows?
• Extensive modelling of the unresolved features 

• Filtered quantities are time- and space dependent
• Less modelling required

Time-averaging vs. space-filtering



Turbulent energy cascade  
[ Berselli,Iliescu,Layton (2005) ]

Energy cascade

https://books.google.it/books/about/Mathematics_of_Large_Eddy_Simulation_of.html?id=5Hkj6TLnSD0C&source=kp_book_description&redir_esc=y

